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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nature gives us many instances of animal species grouping together to move
in a specific coordinated motion. The way a flock of birds or a swarm of insects
collect and move together is a natural phenomenon to behold. Schools of fish turn
instinctively based on the local interactions between individual fish, and their movement seems to travel through the entire school immediately, sometimes shaping the
group into an incredible circular formation (see Figure 1) [22].
Engineers and scientists have been inspired to portray the collective motion
behavior of biological species in collaborating systems of autonomous vehicles. Cooperative control, the study that generates collective motion using feedback control laws, has been used in many real-world applications in air [2], sea [19], and
space [29]. Examples include Aerosonde unmanned aerial vehicles that fly into hurricanes to obtain flow data [10] and autonomous underwater gliders that provide
a robust platform for synoptic data collection of spatiotemporal processes in the
ocean [3].
An interesting trait of collective motion control is the decentralized manner by
which unmanned vehicles (or agents) group together. This means that there is no
common leader (as happens in centralized control systems). Even though biological
species seem to collect and move almost effortlessly, for autonomous vehicles this is
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Figure 1.1: School of fish traveling in a circular formation.

a major challenge. A group of agents collect into a formation through the process
of consensus. Each agent may have limited communication and, therefore, may
only know the location and/or orientation of some of the other agents. Moreover,
knowledge of the desired formation may not be available to all the agents. The
agents reach a desired formation by transmitting information repeatedly to other
agents until consensus is achieved.

1.1 Previous Work
Cooperative control is a topic that has become very popular in the last ten
years. The blossoming of this concept came with an article in the Physical Review
Letters by Vicsek et al., in which agents (modeled as particles) travel in a simple, planar model at the same speed but with a different direction of motion [35].
The agents change their heading by using the average direction of motion of their
neighbors. Simulations show that, even though there is no leader in the group, the
agents converge to the same heading [35]. This paper garnered great interest a few
2

years later in the controls community when Jadbabaie et al. published an article
with a theoretical explanation for this observed behavior [11]. Since then, the topic
of collective motion has expanded tremendously in several fields of study. Algorithms have been designed to model biological grouping behavior (such as flocking
of birds or swarming of fish) and to model formation of unmanned vehicles (such as
underwater gliders or aerial vehicles).
Graph theory was introduced in cooperative control in [4] and [18]. It provides
a method to describe the interconnection between particles by means of a Laplacian
matrix (see Section 2.3) and has been found to be of great use in deriving the
necessary control laws to stabilize a system of agents. Graph theory can be used with
particles that interact either with a fixed or a time-varying interaction network [23].
Most recent work on collective motion has focused on a planar model of selfpropelled particles [12, 13, 17, 16, 25, 34]. This model consists of N identical selfpropelled particles moving in a plane at unit speed. A steering control changes
the heading of each particle until the system reaches the desired formation. In
this system there are two types of steady-state formations in which the relative position and relative orientation of each particle remain fixed: parallel and circular
motions [13]. Decentralized control algorithms that stabilize parallel and circular
formations with all-to-all communication are given in [33] and, with limited communication, in [34]. Both these papers also address the issue of regulating spacing
between particles. Motivated by real-world applications in which autonomous vehicles travel in the presence of a flow, a planar framework is presented in [26] which
incorporates a time-invariant flowfield. This work is then extended to time-varying
3

flowfields in [28].
A planar model is sufficient for stabilizing collective motion in a small-scale
operating domain. However, motivated by unmanned vehicles that operate in large
planetary-scale sensing networks—such as underwater gliders and long-endurance
aircraft—we are interested in looking at three-dimensional models. Most of the
work done in non-planar collective motion has focused on flow-free models [5, 14,
30, 31]. Justh and Krishnaprasad present a model in which N self-propelled particles
travel in three dimensions and a steering control changes the direction of motion of
each particle [14]. Steady-state formations of this model are parallel, circular, and
helical motions [14]. In [30], Scardovi et al. design decentralized control laws to
stabilize these three types of motions in the presence of all-to-all communication.
For constant altitude/depth surveys on scales where the curvature and/or rotation
of the Earth are relevant, spherical models are relevant. Paley introduced a model
in which N self-propelled particles constrained to travel on the surface of a sphere
use a decentralized control law to achieve a circular formation [24].

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis
In this thesis we build upon the flow-free three-dimensional [30] and spherical [24] models by introducing a time-varying flowfield to both models. The threedimensional analysis in this paper extends [31] and [30], which describe decentralized
strategies to steer a three-dimensional system of self-propelled particles in a flow-free
environment. To include a time-varying flowfield, we adapt the development of a
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planar framework for collective motion in a time-varying flow [26]. We introduced a
spatially variable, time-invariant flowfield to the three-dimensional model in [9]. We
relax the all-to-all communication requirement in [9] to accommodate any connected
and time-invariant communication topology. This can also be extended to directed,
time-varying topologies [34].
The spherical analysis in this paper extends [24], which introduced a flow-free
spherical model. Additional work appears in [8], in which we introduced rotation
and a time-invariant flow to the spherical model. We study motion coordination in
a time-varying flowfield on a rotating sphere because we are interested in creating
a model to address applications where the rotation and curvature of the Earth are
important.
For both the three-dimensional and spherical models we design Lyapunovbased decentralized control laws that stabilize particle formations. In the threedimensional model we stabilize parallel and helical formations and, in the spherical
model, we stabilize circular formations. A parallel formation is a steady motion
in which all of the particles travel in straight, parallel lines with arbitrary separation. In a helical formation, all of the particles converge to circular helices with
the same axis of rotation, radius of rotation, and pitch (the ratio of translational
to rotational motion); the along-axis separation is arbitrary. A three-dimensional
circular formation is a helical formation with zero pitch. These formations are relative equilibria of the flow-free three-dimensional particle model [14]. Decentralized
controls to stabilize relative equilibria in the flow-free model are provided in [31].
On the sphere, a circular formation is a steady motion in which all of the particles
5

travel around a fixed circle on the sphere, with radius smaller than the radius of the
sphere. Decentralized controls to stabilize circular formations on the sphere in the
flow-free model are provided in [24].
The theoretical results are validated and extended by numerical simulations.
In our simulations we choose circulating, time-varying flows that model naturally
occurring phenomena such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and ocean currents. We are
interested in these types of flows because formations of unmanned vehicles can be
used for environmental monitoring. For example, in the three-dimensional model
we illustrate the stabilization of a helical formation in a hurricane-inspired flowfield.
Helical formations have the potential application of autonomous data collection
inside a hurricane. In the rotating spherical model, we simulate the time-varying
flowfield generated by two point vortices.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce the mathematical
background necessary to follow the work that composes the thesis. In Chapter 3 we
model a system of self-propelled particles in a time-varying flowfield that travel in
three dimensions (Section 3.1) and on the surface of a rotating sphere (Section 3.2).
Chapter 4 deals with deriving control laws to stabilize particle formations for both
the three-dimensional and spherical models. In Section 4.1 we provide control laws
for the three-dimensional model to stabilize parallel formations in either an arbitrary
or a prescribed direction. In Section 4.2, we provide control laws for the three-

6

dimensional model to stabilize helical formations with arbitrary center and arbitrary
or prescribed pitch or prescribed center and prescribed pitch. In Section 4.3 we
provide control laws for the spherical model to stabilize circular formations with
arbitrary or prescribed center. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and discusses
future work.

7

Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries
This chapter introduces the mathematical background necessary to understand
the work and contributions that compose the thesis. In Section 2.1 we introduce the
concepts of SO(3) and SE(3) that are used to represent the position and orientation
of each agent in the systems we are studying. In Section 2.2 we describe pertinent
concepts in the field of nonlinear control theory. In Section 2.3 we show that we can
represent how each agent communicates with each other by means of a graph.

2.1 Trajectory of a Particle
In this thesis, we model nonlinear systems that consist of N agents (modeled
as particles). In Section 2.1.1 we introduce the frame used to represent the threedimensional trajectory that the particles trace. We show how to represent the
velocity orientation of each particle in Section 2.1.2 and the position of each particle
in Section 2.1.3. In Section 2.1.4 we show how screw motion and the concept of
twist are used to represent the collective motion of a set of particles.

2.1.1 Moving Frames
A particle that moves in three dimensions traces out a trajectory γ : [0, ∞) →
R3 [14]. If the speed of the particle is unit, the curve γ needs to be at least twice

8

continuously differentiable and |(d/dt)γ| = 1 ∀ t, where t is time [14]. The direction
of motion of the particle is the unit tangent vector to the trajectory. There is a
gyroscopic force vector in the plane perpendicular to the tangent vector that steers
each particle. We represent the equations of motion of a particle that traces out a
curve γ using a natural Frenet frame [1, 14]
ṙk = xk
ẋk = qk yk + hk zk
(2.1)
ẏk = −qk xk + wk zk
żk = −hk xk − wk yk ,
where the position of particle k is rk and its velocity is ṙk . The gyroscopic force
uk = [wk −hk qk ]T ∈ R3 steers the particle by rotating its velocity about the unit
vectors of a path frame, Ck = (k, xk , yk , zk ), which is fixed to particle k such that the
unit vector xk points in the direction of the velocity of particle k (see Figure 2.1).

2.1.2 Rotational Motion in R3 : SO(3)
Consider a system of N particles, where the velocity of particle particle k ∈
{1, ..., N } has a specific orientation with respect to an inertial frame. The orientation
of ṙk is given by a right-handed reference frame, with axes xk , yk , zk ∈ R3×1 (see
Figure 2.1). The 3 × 3 orthogonal matrix that defines the orientation of ṙk is
Rk = [xk yk zk ].

The special orthogonal group SO(3) is the space of orthogonal

matrices that represents the velocity orientation of particle k in R3×3 and is defined

9

xk

yk

I
rk

zk

Figure 2.1: Trajectory of particle k in three dimensions, where the position of k is rk and the velocity orientation of k is given by a path frame
Ck = (k, xk , yk , zk ).

as [20]
SO(3) = {Rk ∈ R3×3 : Rk RkT = I, det(Rk ) = 1},

(2.2)

where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
Suppose we change the orientation of particle k by rotating it about an axis
ω = [ω1 ω2 ω3 ]T . The time derivative of xk is
xk yk z k
ẋk = ω × xk =

ω1 ω2 ω3
1

0

Defining the skew-symmetric matrix


= ω3 yk − ω2 zk .

0



 0 −ω3 ω2 





ω̂ =  ω3
0 −ω1 
,




−ω2 ω1
0
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the rates of change of xk , yk , and zk are written in a compact form by [20]
Ṙk = [ẋk ẏk żk ] = Rk ω̂
The vector space of all 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrices is denoted [20]
so(3) = {ω̂ ∈ R3×3 : ω̂ T = −ω̂}.

(2.3)

2.1.3 Rigid Motion in R3 : SE(3)
Consider a system of N particles, where each particle k ∈ {1, ..., N } has a
specific position with respect to an inertial frame. We describe the position vector
of k by rk ∈ R3 and the orientation of its velocity by Rk ∈ SO(3) (see Figure 2.1).
The pair (rk , Rk ) is in the product space of R3 with SO(3) and is defined as the
special Euclidian group [20]
SE(3) = {(rk , Rk ) : rk ∈ R3 , Rk ∈ SO(3)} = R3 × SO(3).

(2.4)

Following [20], suppose we change the position of particle k by translating it
by an amount q ∈ R3 and change the orientation of ṙk by rotating it about the axis
ω ∈ R3 . The time derivative of rk is
ṙk = ω × (rk − q).
Defining the 4 × 4 matrix





 ω̂ v 
,
ξ̂ = 


0 0
where v = −ω × q, equation (2.5) can be rewritten as

 


 ṙk   ω̂ v   rk 

=

.

 


0
0 0
1
11

(2.5)

Analogous to the definition of so(3), we define [20]
se(3) = {(v, ω̂) : v ∈ R3 , ω̂ ∈ so(3)}.

(2.6)

The matrix ξ̂ is an element of se(3) and it is referred to as a twist of the Euclidian group [20]. We use the operator ∨ to define the 6-dimensional vector which
parametrizes a twist [20],


∨





 ω̂ v 
 v 
 =
,
ξ=




0 0
ω
where ω represents the rotational motion of ṙk and v represents the translational
motion of particle k.

2.1.4 Screw Theory
We use the geometrical concept of screw motion and twist to describe the
trajectory into which we wish to stabilize a group of particles. In terms of screw
theory [20], an element of se(3) is called a twist [30].
Consider a particle on a trajectory that rotates by an angle θ about an axis
parallel to the unit vector ω and translates along the same axis by an amount d.
This motion, which is reminiscent of the motion of a screw, defines screw motion
and is depicted in Figure 2.2. The pitch, h, is the ratio of translational to rotational
motion, i.e., h = d/θ. The axis of rotation is l = {q + λω : λ ∈ R}, where q is a
point on axis l.
Definition 1. [20, Definition 2.2] A screw consists of an axis l, a pitch h, and a
magnitude M . A screw motion represents rotation by an amount θ = M about the
12

ω

k

I

θ

d

q

Figure 2.2: Schematic of screw motion.

axis l followed by translation by an amount hθ parallel to the axis l. If h = ∞ then
the corresponding screw motion consists of a pure translation along the axis of the
screw by a distance M .
The relations among the screw coordinates are



 h = ωT v2 if ω 6= 0
kωk
h =


 ∞
if ω = 0



 ω×v2 + λω if ω 6= 0
kωk
l =


 0 + λω
if ω = 0



 kωk if ω 6= 0
M =


 kvk if ω = 0
In Chapter 3 we use screw coordinates to define the trajectory of a system of
particles in three dimensions. If ω 6= 0 and the pitch 0 < h < 1, helical trajectories
are defined and if the pitch h = 0, circular trajectories are defined. If ω = 0, the
pitch h = ∞ and parallel trajectories are defined.
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2.2 Nonlinear Control Theory
We model different nonlinear systems and wish to study their behavior and
stability. Nonlinear dynamical systems can be modeled as a system of coupled
first-ordered differential equations [15]
ẋ1 = f1 (t, x1 , ..., xN , u1 , ..., up )
ẋ2 = f2 (t, x1 , ..., xN , u1 , ..., up )
..
.

..
.

ẋN = fN (t, x1 , ..., xN , u1 , ..., up ),
where xk , k ∈ {1, ...., N }, are the state-variables, uj , j ∈ {1, ..., P }, are the control
inputs, and t is time. This system of differential equations can be written in a more
compact form. By writing the following vector notation,










x=






x1 






x2 


, u = 

.. 

. 






xN

u1 
 f1 (t, x, u)




 f (t, x, u)
u2 
 2

 , f (t, x, u) = 

..
.. 

.
. 






fN (t, x, u)
uP







,






we rewrite the system of differential equations as

ẋ = f (t, x, u),
This equation depends explicitly on time and is called non-autonomous or timevarying. Equations that do not depend explicitly on time are called autonomous or
time-invariant, and are of the form

ẋ = f (x, u).
14

In this thesis we study both time-varying and time-invariant systems, and would
like to know their behavior and stability of equilibrium points.
The concept of an equilibrium point plays an important role in the stability
of dynamical systems. A point x = x∗ is an equilibrium point of ẋ = f (t, x, u) if,
whenever the state of the system starts near x∗ , it remains near x∗ for all time.
A system can have one or multiple equilibrium points. We explain how to study
the stability of equilibrium points for autonomous systems in Section 2.2.1 and for
non-autonomous systems in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Stability of Autonomous Systems
Consider the autonomous system
(2.7)

ẋ = f (x).
The origin x∗ = 0 is an equilibrium point of (2.7) if
f (x∗ ) = 0.

Definition 2. [15, Definition 4.1] The equilibrium point x∗ = 0 of model (2.7) is
• stable if all solutions starting at nearby points stay nearby.
• unstable if it is not stable.
• asymptotically stable if it is stable and solutions tend to the equilibrium points
as time approaches infinity, i.e., if we can choose an  > 0 such that
if kx(0)k < , then lim x(t) = 0.
t→∞

15

ẋ = f (x)
unstable

stable

x

−

+

−

Figure 2.3: Example of the stability of an autonomous system.

A depiction of Definition 2 is shown in Figure 2.3. The system ẋ = f (x)
has two equilibrium points. A graphical method to determine the stability of the
equilibrium points is to examine the variation in the sign of f (x). We separate the
function into segments between equilibrium points, drawing arrows to the left if f (x)
is negative and to the right if f (x) is positive. The equilibrium point is unstable
if both arrows face away from the point and stable if both arrows face toward the
point.
Another method to determine the stability of an equilibrium point is to use
Lyapunov’s stability theorem:
Theorem 1. Lyapunov Stability Theorem [15, Theorem 4.1]. Let x∗ = 0 be an
equilibrium point of (2.7) and D ∈ RN be a domain containing x∗ = 0. Let V : D →
R be a continuously differentiable function (called potential or Lyapunov function)
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such that
V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0 ∈ D − {0}
≤ 0 ∈ D.

V̇
Then x∗ is stable. Also, if

V̇ < 0 ∈ D − {0},
then x∗ is asymptotically stable.
Note that the time derivative of V is of the form

V̇ (x) =

PN

∂V
i=1 ∂xi ẋi

=





PN

∂V
i=1 ∂xi fi (x)

=

∂V
∂x1

...

∂V
∂xN

 f1 (x)


..

.



fN (x)





.




It is important to keep in mind that Lyapunov functions are not unique. Therefore, failure of a Lyapunov function to satisfy the conditions for stability does not
guarantee that an equilibrium point is unstable.
Definition 3. A potential function V is
• Positive definite if V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0 ∀ x 6= 0.
• Positive semi-definite if V (0) = 0 and V (x) ≥ 0 ∀ x 6= 0.
• Negative (semi-)definite if −V (x) is positive (semi-)definite
Theorem 1 can also be stated as follows. The equilibrium point x∗ = 0 is stable
if there exits a continuously differentiable positive definite function V (x) such that
V̇ (x) is negative semi-definite and x∗ = 0 is asymptotically stable if V̇ (x) is negative
definite.
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Sometimes it is not possible to show that an equilibrium point is asymptotically
stable by using Theorem 1 because the potential function V (x) might fail to be
negative definite. In these cases, we use LaSalle’s Invariance Principle. The following
definitions are necessary.
Definition 4. [6] x0 is a limit point of the set D if there exits a sequence in D
which converges to x0 .
Definition 5. [27] p is a positive limit point of x(t), where x(t) is a solution of (2.7),
if there exits a sequence {tn }, with tn → ∞ as n → ∞, such that x(tn ) → p as
n → ∞. The set of all positive limit points of x(t) is called the positive limit set of
x(t).
Definition 6. [27] The set M is invariant with respect to ẋ = f (x) if, when x(0) ∈
M , x(t) ∈ M ∀ t ∈ R.
Theorem 2. LaSalle’s Invariance Principle [15, Theorem 4.4]. Let Ω ⊂ D be a
compact set that is positive invariant with respect to ẋ = f (x). Let V : D → R be
a continuously differentiable function such that V̇ (x) ≤ 0 ∈ Ω. Let E be the set of
all points in Ω where V̇ = 0. Let M be the largest invariant set in E. Then every
solution starting in Ω approaches M as t → ∞.
Note that unlike in Theorem 1, the function V does not have to be positive
definite. It is also important to note that the invariance principle applies only to
autonomous systems. Theorems 1 and 2 are used in Chapter 4 to prove the stability
of the systems we are studying.
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2.2.2 Stability of Non-autonomous Systems
Consider the time-varying system
(2.8)

ẋ = f (t, x),
The origin x∗ = 0 is an equilibrium point of ẋ = f (t, x) at t = 0 if
f (t, 0) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0.

To prove the stability of x∗ in model (2.8), we use the following invariance-like
theorem adapted for time-varying systems.
Theorem 3. [15, Theorem 8.4] Let D ∈ Rn be a domain containing x = 0 and
suppose f (x, t) is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x, uniformly in
t, on [0, ∞) × D. Furthermore, suppose f (0, t) is uniformly bounded for all t ≥ 0.
Let V : [0, ∞) × D → R be a continuously differentiable function such that
W1 (x) ≤ V (x, t) ≤ W2 (x)
V̇ (x, t) =

∂V
∂t

+

∂V
f (x, t)
∂x

≤ W (x)

∀ t ≥ 0, ∀ x ∈ D, where W1 (x) and W2 (x) are continuous positive definite functions
and W (x) is a continuous positive semidefinite function on D. Choose r > 0 such
that Br ⊂ D and let ρ < min||x||=r W1 (x). Then, all solutions of ẋ = f (x, t) with
x(t0 ) ∈ {x ∈ Br |W2 (x) ≤ ρ} are bounded and satisfy
W (x(t)) → 0 as t → ∞.
Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally and W1 (x) is radially unbounded, the
statement is true for all x(t0 ) ∈ Rn .
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The limit W (x(t)) → 0 implies that x(t) approaches E as t → ∞, where
E = {x ∈ D|W (x) = 0}.
Theorem 3 is used in Chapter 4 to prove the stability of the systems we are studying.

2.3 Graph Theory
To design control laws that stabilize a group of unmanned vehicles, it is necessary to know how information flows throughout the group. Graph theory is used
to demonstrate how individuals in the group communicate with one another.

2.3.1 Directed vs. Undirected Graphs
We model the information flow by means of a graph. The agents are assumed
to be connected and fully actuated, but the information they can obtain might be
limited. There are two types of graphs: directed and undirected. A directed graph
is one in which each agent k ∈ {1, ..., N } only gets information from a subset of
other agents j 6= k; that is, j → k. On the other hand, a graph is undirected, or
bidirectional, if j → k whenever k → j (see Figure 2.4). We use a communication
topology that is undirected and time-invariant, though this can be extended to
directed, time-varying topologies [34].

2.3.2 Laplacian Matrix
The communication network is depicted by the Laplacian matrix L. A graph
G = (N, E) has N vertices, where N is the number of agents, E is the set of edges,
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1
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(a)

1
2

3

2

(b)

Figure 2.4: Example of (a) an undirected and (b) a directed graph.

and L is a matrix formed with the sum of binary components akj which represent the
existence of information flow from j to k, k ∈ {1, ..., N }. If there is communication,
then akj = 1, otherwise, akj = 0. The Laplacian matrix L is


P



i aki if j = k



lkj =
−akj
if (j, k) ∈ E






 0
otherwise.
It is an N × N matrix and has the property that the sum of each row is equal to
zero; that is, L1 = 0, where 1 is an N × 1 column vector, whose entries are all 1. If
G is connected and undirected then the null space of L is spanned by 1.
In some cases throughout the thesis we add a “virtual” agent to the system in
order to augment a control law to obtain a formation in a desired location or direction. To do this, we augment the communication graph by an additional reference
node 0, with directed edges from 0 to the informed agents. In this case we define
G0 = (N0 , E0 ) to be a time-invariant and rooted graph, where N0 = {0, 1, ..., N },
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Figure 2.5: Example of undirected communication topology with 5 agents

and L0 is the Laplacian matrix of the form [34]

0···0
 0


 −a

10
L0 = 
 .
 ..
L − diag {−ak0 }



−aN 0







,






where −ak0 ∈ k = {1, ..., N } represent information transmitted from the virtual
agent to particle k.
We use the Kronecker product to define the matrix L , L ⊗ I3 , which is used
in the control laws derived in Chapter 4. We will also use Lk , k ∈ {1, ..., N }, which
denote three consecutive rows of L starting with row 3k − 2.
To help understand how to construct a Laplacian matrix, Figure 2.5 shows an
example of an undirected, connected, and time-invariant graph with N = 5.
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Chapter 3
Particle Dynamics in a Time-Varying Flowfield
This chapter is dedicated to deriving the dynamics of a group of N selfpropelled particles traveling in three dimensions in a time-varying flowfield. We
model the system in three dimensions in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we constrain
the particles to travel on the surface of a rotating sphere in a time-varying flowfield.

3.1 Particle Motion in Three Dimensions
The model studied in this section introduces a three-dimensional, time-varying
flowfield to the flow-free model described in [14] and further studied in [30]. The
flow-free model is summarized in Section 3.1.1. In Section 3.1.2 we derive the particle
dynamics in a time-varying flowfield.

3.1.1 Flow-Free Particle Dynamics
The flow-free model consists of N identical particles moving at unit speed in
three dimensions as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The position of particle k ∈ {1, . . . , N }
is represented by rk ∈ R3 and its velocity relative to an inertial frame I by ṙk .
Control uk = [wk −hk qk ]T ∈ R3 steers each particle by rotating its velocity about
the unit vectors of a path frame, Ck = (k, xk , yk , zk ), which is fixed to particle k such
that the unit vector xk points in the direction of the velocity of particle k. (Ck is
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I

Ck
rk

b
x̃k

fk

xk

φ

θ

sk x̃k

xk

rk

(a) Flow-free model

(b) Model with flow

Figure 3.1: Schematic of vectors used in the three-dimensional motion
models. (a) In the flow-free model (3.1), path frame Ck is aligned with
the velocity of particle k relative to an inertial frame I. (b) In the model
(3.3) with flow fk (t), the inertial velocity of particle k is xk +fk (t) = sk x̃k
(not used until Section 3.1.2).

a right-handed reference frame and xk , yk , and zk ∈ R3 .) The equations of motion
are [14]
ṙk = xk
ẋk = qk yk + hk zk
(3.1)
ẏk = −qk xk + wk zk
żk = −hk xk − wk yk ,
where qk (resp. hk ) represents the curvature control of the kth particle about the
yk (resp. zk ) axis. The torsion control wk allows the velocity of particle k to rotate
about the xk axis.
The dynamics in (3.1) represent a control system on the Lie group SE(3) (see
Section 2.1.3) [14, 30] and, consequently, can be expressed in terms of the group
variable





 Rk rk 
 ∈ SE(3),
gk = 


0 1
where Rk = [xk yk zk ] . The dynamics (3.1) are equivalent to ġk = gk ξ̂ k , where
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I

rk

xk

(a) Parallel

I xk

rk

(b) Helical

I

xk

rk

(c) Circular

Figure 3.2: Schematic of relative equilibria of model (3.1) [14, 31]. Control algorithms to obtain these formations in a time-varying flow are
derived in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

ξ̂ k ∈ se(3) is an element of the Lie algebra of SE(3),


 ûk e1 
,
ξ̂ k = 


0 0
and e1 = [1 0 0]T . ûk is the 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix that represents an
element of so(3), the Lie algebra of SO(3) (see Section 2.1.2).
The closed-loop dynamics of model (3.1) are invariant under rigid motions in
SE(3) provided the controls uk depend only on shape variables—relative positions
and relative orientations of the path frames Ck , k ∈ {1, ..., N }. In this case, a special
set of solutions of the closed-loop dynamics correspond to steady-state formations,
called relative equilibria [14, 30], in which the position and path-frame orientation
of particle k relative to the position and path-frame orientation of particle j 6=
k is fixed. The three types of relative equilibria of model (3.1) are sketched in
Figure 3.2 [14]: parallel, helical, and circular motions. Algorithms to stabilize these
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formations in the flow-free model (3.1) are provided in [31]. We provide algorithms
to stabilize these types of formations in a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

3.1.2 Particle Dynamics in a Time-Varying Flowfield
In this section, we introduce a model of N particles traveling in a threedimensional flowfield f that varies in space and time. The instantaneous velocity of
the flow at rk is denoted by fk (t) = f (rk , t). Expressed in vector components with
respect to the path frame Ck , the flow is

fk (t) = pk (t)xk + tk (t)yk + vk (t)zk ,
where the time-varying coefficients are pk (t) = fk (t) · xk , tk (t) = fk (t) · yk , and
vk (t) = fk (t) · zk . We assume that the flow satisfies the following three assumptions:
A1) The components of fk (t) expressed in Ck are known by particle k at time t.
A2) The flow speed is less than the particle speed relative to the flow, i.e., ||fk (t)|| <
1 ∀ k, t.
A3) fk (t) is differentiable in rk and t.
Assumption A2 ensures that a particle can always make forward progress as
measured from an inertial frame. The inertial velocity of particle k is the sum of its
velocity relative to the flow and the velocity of the flow, i.e.,

ṙk = xk + fk (t) = (1 + pk (t)) xk + tk (t)yk + vk (t)zk .
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(3.2)

We associate frame Ck with motion relative to the flowfield by expressing the
dynamics (3.1) with ṙk given by (3.2) using a second path frame, Dk = (k, x̃k , ỹk , z̃k ),
which is aligned with the inertial velocity of particle k, i.e., x̃k is parallel to ṙk (see
Figure 3.1(b)). Let sk (t) = ||xk + fk (t)|| denote the (time-varying) inertial speed of
particle k. The dynamics expressed as components in frame Dk are
ṙk = sk (t)x̃k
x̃˙ k = q̃k ỹk + h̃k z̃k
(3.3)
ỹ˙ k = −q̃k x̃k + w̃k z̃k
z̃˙ k = −h̃k x̃k − w̃k ỹk ,
where ũk = [w̃k − h̃k q̃k ]T are the steering controls relative to frame Dk . Note that
the dynamics in (3.3) still represent a control system on SE(3), since



ˆ k sk (t)e1 
 R̃k rk   ũ
,

˙g̃k = g̃k ˆξ̃ k = 



0
0
0 1
ˆ ∈ se(3). We will make use of the fact that (3.3)
where R̃k = [x̃k ỹk z̃k ] and ũ
implies
x̃˙ k = R̃k ũk × x̃k .

(3.4)

To define parallel and helical formations in three dimensions we use the concept
of twist [30], which is related to screw motion [20] (see Section 2.1.4). We use the
operator ∨ to find a 6-dimensional vector which parametrizes a twist of the matrix
ˆξ̃ [20],
k



∨





ˆ k sk (t)e1 
 ũ
 sk (t)e1 
ˆ
∨

 =
 ∈ R6 .
ξ̃ k = ξ̃ k = 



0
0
ũk
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(3.5)

A constant screw motion is defined by the constant twist ξ̃ 0 = [ṽ0T , ω T0 ]T ∈ R6 [20].
When ω 0 6= 0, the motion is defined by a rotation about an axis parallel to ω 0 .
When ω 0 = 0, the motion is defined by a pure translation along the axis v0 . The
pitch α0 is the ratio of translational to rotational motion and its value in constant
motion is [20]





α0 =

ωT
0 v0
,
kω 0 k2



 ∞,

if ω 0 6= 0
if ω 0 = 0

Following [30], we define a helical trajectory with the following consensus variable1 :
ṽka = x̃k + rk × ω 0 , ω 0 6= 0.
Using (3.4), the velocity of

ṽka

(3.6)



a
˙
along solutions of (3.3) is ṽk = R̃k ũk − sk (t)ω 0 ×

x̃k . The following extends [30, Proposition 1] to helical motion in a time-varying
flowfield.
Lemma 1. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3. The control ũk = R̃kT sk (t)ω 0 steers particle k in
model (3.3) around a helix with axis of rotation parallel to ω 0 , radius kω 0 k−1 , and
pitch αk = x̃k · ω 0 /kω 0 k2 , such that ṽka is fixed, i.e., ṽ˙ ka = 0, where ṽka is defined
in (3.6). A helical formation of N particles is characterized by the condition ṽka = ṽja
for all pairs j, k ∈ {1, ..., N }.
Proof. ṽka is constant because when substituting ũk = R̃kT sk (t)ω 0 into ṽ˙ ka yields


˙ṽa = R̃k ũk − sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k = (sk (t)ω 0 − sk (t)ω 0 ) × x̃k = 0. Using (3.5), the
k
1

The superscript a indicates that the vector components are expressed in a fixed (inertial)

reference frame.
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instantaneous pitch of particle k is

αk =

sk eT1 ũk
kũk k2

=
ũk =R̃kT sk (t)ω 0

x̃k · ω 0
≤ 1,
kω 0 k2

which is also constant since
d
dt



x̃k · ω 0
kω 0 k2


=
x̃˙ k =sk (t)ω 0 ×x̃k

sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k · ω 0
= 0.
kω 0 k2

A circular trajectory can be described as a helical trajectory with zero pitch.
A parallel trajectory can be described as a helical trajectory with infinite pitch, for
example when ω 0 = 0. The following extends [30, Proposition 1] to parallel motion
in a time-varying flowfield.
Lemma 2. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3. The control ũk = 0 steers particle k in model (3.3) in
a straight line such that x̃k is fixed, i.e., x̃˙ k = 0. A parallel formation is characterized
by the condition x̃k = x̃j for all pairs j, k ∈ {1, ..., N }.
Transformation Between Relative and Inertial Path Frames: Using (3.2) and (3.3),
we have
x̃k =

tk (t)
vk (t)
1 + pk (t)
xk +
yk +
zk .
sk (t)
sk (t)
sk (t)

(3.7)

We use (3.7) to derive the relationship between frames Ck and Dk . This relationship
is important because we design the steering controls ũk using (3.3) and the platform
dynamics are presumed to obey (3.1). Thus it is important in applications to be
able to find uk in terms of ũk and fk (t). The transformation between the Ck and
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Dk frames and an analytical expression for each component of uk in terms of the
components of ũk and fk (t) are provided in Appendix A.
Inertial speed in a three-dimensional flowfield: Unlike in the flow-free model
(3.1), the inertial speed sk (t) of particle k in model (3.3) is not constant—it depends
on the flow and the direction of motion. Using (3.7), the inertial speed of particle k
is
q
sk (t) = ||sk (t)x̃k || = (1 + pk (t))2 + t2k (t) + vk2 (t) > 0,
where pk (t), tk (t), and vk (t) are components of fk (t) in frame Ck . However, in order
to integrate (3.3), we need an expression for sk (t) in terms of the components of
fk (t) in frame Dk .
Theorem 4. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3. The inertial speed of particle k in model (3.3) is

sk (t) =

p
1 − kx̃k × fk (t)k2 + x̃k · fk (t).

(3.8)

The proof of Theorem 4 is provided in Appendix B. Note, (3.8) is used to
integrate (3.3) and only requires knowledge of fk (t) expressed in Dk . However, to
compute uk from ũk , we need to know fk (t) in Ck .

3.2 Particle Motion on a Rotating Sphere
We now constrain particle motion in the three-dimensional model to the surface
of a sphere. The model studied here extends the spherical model introduced in [24],
which consists of N identical particles moving at a constant speed on the surface
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of a non-rotating sphere in a flow-free environment. This model is summarized in
Section 3.2.1. We expand this framework by introducing rotation to the sphere
(derived in Section 3.2.2) and adding a time-varying flowfield to the model (derived
in Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Flow-Free Particle Dynamics
The flow-free model consists of N particles moving at unit speed on the surface
of a sphere with radius ρ0 > 0 and center O. The position of particle k ∈ {1, . . . , N }
relative to O is represented by rk ∈ R3 (see Figure 3.3(a)). A path frame Ck =
(k, xk , yk , zk ) is fixed to particle k such that the unit vector xk points in the direction
of the velocity of particle k, zk is orthogonal to the sphere at rk , and yk completes
the right-handed reference frame. Note zk is the unit vector of the position rk , i.e.,
rk = ρ0 zk .
A gyroscopic force steers each particle k on the surface of the sphere. This
force is modeled as a state-feedback control uk that rotates the velocity of each
particle about zk . The equations of motion are [24]
ṙk = xk
ẋk = uk yk − ρ−1
0 zk

(3.9)

ẏk = −uk xk
żk = ρ−1
0 xk .
The relationship between (3.9) and (3.1) can be found by substituting uk = [0 0 uk ]T
into (3.1) and taking into account the radius of the sphere in the dynamics. Note
that the dynamics in (3.9) represent a control system on the Lie group SE(3) [14, 32].
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Alternatively, since rk is parallel to zk , the dynamics evolve on SO(3) according to



Ṙk = Rk η̂ k = xk yk

 0 −uk s0 




zk 
0
0
 uk
,




−s0
0
0

where η̂ k ∈ so(3) is a skew-symmetric matrix (see Section 2.1.2).
The force, Fk , on particle k is the sum of the constraint (normal) force Nk that
acts orthogonally to the surface of the sphere and the gyroscopic (steering) force uk
that acts tangentially to the surface of the sphere and orthogonally to xk , i.e.,
Fk = −Nk zk + uk yk ,

(3.10)

where we assume the particles have unit mass.

3.2.2 Particle Dynamics on a Rotating Sphere
We extend the framework described in [24] by adding rotation to the sphere,
which introduces a Coriolis effect. Coriolis acceleration contributes to the apparent
deflection of each particle when viewed from a frame fixed to the sphere, and is given
by acor
k = −2ω 1 × ṙk , where ω 1 is the angular velocity vector of the sphere and ṙk
is the velocity relative to the (moving) surface of the sphere [1] 2 .
In order to derive the particle dynamics on a rotating sphere, we use a spherical
coordinate system consisting of the azimuth angle θk , the polar angle φk and the
(fixed) radius ρ0 . An inertial reference frame I is defined by I = (O, ex , ey , ez ),
2

In this section, we derive the dynamics on a rotating sphere, starting with acor
k = −2ω 1 × ṙk .

For the full proof, refer to Appendix C.
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xk
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x̃k

(c) Frame Bk (d) Frame Ck (e) Frame Dk

Figure 3.3: Reference frames used to derive particle dynamics on the
sphere. Each frame differs from the previous one by a simple rotation.
Note that frame Dk is not used until Section 3.2.3.

where the origin O is located at the center of the sphere and ex , ey , and ez are unit
vectors (see Figure 3.3). We assume that ω 1 is aligned with ez , so that the sphere
rotates at constant angular rate ω1 about ez .
We introduce four additional reference frames. Frame I 0 = (O, e1 , e2 , e3 ) is
fixed to the sphere and differs from I by a rotation of ω1 t about e3 = ez , where t is
time. Frame Ak = (O, a1k , a2k , a3k ), k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, differs from I by a rotation of
θk about a3k = e3 . Frame Bk = (O, eφk , eθk , erk )—the spherical body frame—differs
from Ak by a rotation of φk about eθk = a2k . The unit vector erk points from O to
the position rk of particle k. The fourth frame, Ck = (k, xk , yk , zk ), differs from Bk
by a rotation of the orientation angle γk about zk = erk . The origin of Ck is attached
to particle k and the unit vector xk points in the direction of motion of particle k
relative to the sphere-fixed frame I 0 .
The unit vectors of the four non-inertial reference frames are related by the
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following transformation table3
e1

e2

e3

eφk

eθk

erk

a1k

cos θk

sin θk

0

cos φk

0

sin φk

a2k

− sin θk

cos θk

0

0

1

0

a3k

0

0

1

− sin φk

0

cos φk

xk

∗

∗

∗

cos γk

sin γk

0

yk

∗

∗

∗

− sin γk

cos γk

0

zk

∗

∗

∗

0

0

1

The angular velocity I ω Ck of frame Ck with respect to the inertial frame I
is I ω Ck = (ω1 + θ̇k )a3k + φ̇k eθk + γ̇zk , where a3k = − sin φk eφk + cos φk erk =
− sin φk cos γk xk + sin φk sin γk yk + cos φk zk and eθk = sin γk xk + cos γk yk are found
from the transformation table.
The inertial acceleration due to the Coriolis effect is

I Ck
acor
× ṙk = −2ω1 cos φk yk + 2ω1 sin γk zk .
k = −2 ω

(3.11)

The Coriolis acceleration contributes a fictional force, Fcor
k , that acts on particle k.
Combining (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain

Fk + Fcor
= (2ω1 sin γk − Nk ) zk + (uk − 2ω1 cos φk ) yk .
k

(3.12)

Comparing the yk components of (3.10) and (3.12), we observe that the control uk
is augmented by −2ω1 cos φk . Since cos φk = zk · e3 = zk3 from the transformation
table, we define the effective control [8]
νk = uk − 2ω1 zk3 ,
3

Entries marked ∗ can be computed from the other entries.
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(3.13)

where −2ω1 zk3 appears due to the Coriolis effect (for the full proof, refer to Appendix C). Under the effective control (3.13), the dynamics of particle k relative to
the sphere-fixed frame I 0 are
ṙk = xk
ẋk = νk yk − ρ−1
0 zk

(3.14)

ẏk = −νk xk
żk = ρ−1
0 xk .
Thus, if we use (3.14) to design νk , then use (3.13) to compute uk , the Coriolis effect
will be cancelled.
The closed-loop dynamics (3.14) possess only one of the three types of relative
equilibria described in Section 3.1.1: circular motion with a common radius, axis
of rotation, and direction of rotation [24]. This relative equilibrium is formed by
the intersection of the sphere and a cylinder of radius ρ00 ≤ ρ0 whose longitudinal
axis passes through the center of the sphere. If ρ00 < ρ0 , the particles will travel
around either one of two circles on opposite sides of the sphere (see Figure 3.4(a)).
Algorithms to stabilize circular formations in the flow-free model (3.9) are provided
in [24]. We provide algorithms to stabilize circular formations in a time-varying
flowfield on a rotating sphere in Section 4.3.
A circular trajectory on the surface of a sphere can also be described as the
intersection of the sphere and a right circular cone whose axis of rotation passes
through the center of the sphere and whose apex is outside the sphere (see Figure
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3.4(b)). The position ck (relative to the origin O) of the apex of the cone is [24]
ck = rk + ω0−1 yk ,

(3.15)

where ω0 6= 0 and the chordal radius of the circle is |ω0 |−1 . The velocity of ck along
solutions of (3.14) is ċk ,

I0 d

dt

ck = (1 − ω0−1 νk )xk . We call ck the center of the

circular formation.
Lemma 3. [24, Proposition 2] The (constant) control νk = ω0 steers particle k in
model (3.14) around a circle such that the center ck is fixed, i.e., ċk = 0, where
ck is defined in (3.15). A circular formation of N particles is characterized by the
condition ck = cj for all pairs j, k ∈ {1, ..., N }.

3.2.3 Particle Dynamics in a Time-Varying Flowfield
We now study the case of N particles traveling on the surface of a rotating
sphere in a time-varying flowfield. The velocity of the flow at the position rk is
represented by fk (t) = f (rk , t), which can be decomposed into vector components
in frame Ck :
fk (t) = pk (t)xk + tk (t)yk ,

(3.16)

where pk (t) = fk (t) · xk and tk (t) = fk (t) · yk . (Due to the assumption that zk
is perpendicular to the flow, the dot product fk (t) · zk is identically zero.) The
assumptions A1–A3 listed in Section 3.1.2 still apply in the spherical model. Adding
(3.16) to the time derivative of the position of the particle model in (3.14) we obtain

ṙk = (1 + pk (t)) xk + tk (t)yk .
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Since żk is parallel to ṙk , i.e., żk = ρ−1
0 ṙk , and the dynamics evolve on SO(3),
the remaining equations of motion can be found by computing the skew-symmetric


matrix



0
−νk



ˆk = 
η̃
νk
0



−1
−ρ−1
0 [1 + pk (t)] −ρ0 tk (t)

ρ−1
0

[1 + pk (t)]


−1
ρ0 tk (t) 
,


0

ˆ k , where Rk , [xk yk zk ] ∈ SO(3). The equations of motion are
such that Ṙk = Rk η̃
ṙk = [1 + pk (t)] xk + tk (t)yk
ẋk = νk yk − ρ−1
0 [1 + pk (t)] zk
ẏk = −νk xk −

(3.17)

ρ−1
0 tk (t)zk

−1
żk = ρ−1
0 [1 + pk (t)] xk + ρ0 tk (t)yk ,

where pk (t) = fk (t) · xk , tk (t) = fk (t) · yk , and νk = uk − 2ω1 zk3 .
In order to find a control law to stabilize a formation in a time-varying flow,
we transform the dynamics (3.17) using frame Dk = (k, x̃k , ỹk , z̃k ), shown in Figure
3.3(e). The motion of a particle in a flowfield that is tangent to the sphere can
be determined by summing the motion of the particle relative to the flow and the
motion of the flow relative to the sphere. Consequently, we choose x̃k to be parallel
to ṙk . The speed of particle k relative to I 0 is denoted sk (t). The dynamics expressed
in frame Dk are
ṙk = sk (t)x̃k
x̃˙ k = ν̃k ỹk − ρ−1
0 sk (t)z̃k
ỹ˙ k = −ν̃k x̃k
z̃˙ k = ρ−1
0 sk (t)x̃k ,
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(3.18)

Ck

ck
xk

Figure 3.4: (a) Circular formation on the sphere. (b) The intersection of
a right circular cone and the sphere results in a circular trajectory. The
apex of the cone is called the center of the trajectory.

where ν̃k is the control input. Note, the dynamics in (3.18) still evolve on SO(3).
In Dk , the center of the circular formation is
c̃k = rk + ω0−1 ỹk .

(3.19)


The velocity of c̃k along solutions of (3.18) is c̃˙ k = sk (t) − ω0−1 ν̃k x̃k . The following
extends Lemma 3 to motion on a rotating sphere in a time-varying flowfield.
Lemma 4. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. The control ν̃k = ω0 sk (t) steers particle k in model (3.18) around a circle such that the center c̃k is fixed, i.e., c̃˙ k = 0,
where c̃k is defined in (3.19). A circular formation of N particles is characterized
by the condition c̃k = c̃j for all pairs j, k ∈ {1, ..., N }.
We now derive the relationship between frames Ck and Dk . This relationship
is important because we design ν̃k using (3.18) and the platform dynamics are presumed to obey (3.14). Since z̃k = zk , we use (3.17) and (3.18) to write the following
identity,
x̃k = sk (t)−1 [(1 + pk (t)) xk + tk (t)yk ] .
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(3.20)

We find a relationship between ν̃k and νk by taking the time derivative on each side
of (3.20) and comparing terms to obtain

νk = ν̃k +

ṡk (t)tk − sk (t)tk (t)
.
sk (t)(1 + pk (t))

By following the procedure for Case (i) in Appendix A, this equation is non-singular
and, therefore, it is possible to compute νk from ν̃k .
From (3.20), the value of the inertial speed sk (t) is
q
sk (t) = ksk (t)x̃k k = (1 + pk (t))2 + t2k (t) > 0,
where pk (t) and tk (t) are the components of fk (t) in frame Ck . However, in order to
integrate (3.18) we must express sk (t) in terms of the components of fk (t) in frame
Dk . Such an expression is provided by Theorem 4.
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Chapter 4
Design of Decentralized Motion Coordination Algorithms

For both the three-dimensional and spherical models described in Chapter 3 we
design Lyapunov-based decentralized control laws that stabilize particle formations.
We stabilize parallel formations in the three-dimensional model in Section 4.1 and
helical formations in the three-dimensional model in Section 4.2. In the spherical
model we stabilize circular formations in Section 4.3.

4.1 Stabilization of Parallel Formations in a Three-Dimensional
Flowfield
In this section, we derive decentralized control laws that stabilize parallel formations in a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield, following the flow-free approach provided in [14] and [30]. A parallel formation is a steady motion in which
all of the particles travel in straight, parallel lines with arbitrary separation. We
provide a control law to stabilize parallel formations in an arbitrary direction and
a control law that prescribes the direction. We use a graph G to represent the
communication topology between the particles, which is connected, undirected, and
time-invariant.
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4.1.1 Parallel Formation with Arbitrary Direction
Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ...N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph with edge set E and graph Laplacian L [7] (see Section 2.3).
Using the matrix L , L ⊗ I3 , where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, we define
the quadratic potential1
1
1 X
S(x̃) , x̃T Lx̃ =
kx̃j − x̃k k2 ,
2
2

(4.1)

(j,k)∈E

where x̃ , [x̃T1 · · · x̃TN ]T and the summation is over all of the edges in G. The potential S is minimized by the set of parallel formations in accordance with Lemma 2.
Using (3.4) we find the time derivative of S along solutions of (3.3) to be

Ṡ =

N
X

x̃˙ j · Lj x̃ =

N 
X



R̃j ũj × x̃j · Lj x̃,

j=1

j=1

where Lk denotes three consecutive rows of L starting with row 3k − 2, k ∈ N .
Choosing the control law
ũk = −K0 R̃kT (x̃k × Lk x̃) , K0 > 0,
ensures that S is nonincreasing, since
Ṡ = −K0

N
X

(4.2)

2

(x̃j × Lj x̃ × x̃j ) · Lj x̃ = −K0

j=1

N
X

||x̃j × Lj x̃||2 ≤ 0.

(4.3)

j=1

The following extends [30, Theorem 1] to motion in a spatially and/or temporally variable flowfield.
1


T
We drop the subscript to denote the matrix collection of N elements, e.g., x , xT1 · · · xTN ,

which is a 3N × 1 matrix.
2

Proof is given in Appendix E.
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Theorem 5. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by a time-invariant, undirected, and connected graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.3), where the speed sk (t)
is given by (3.8) and the control ũk by (4.2), converge to the set {Ṡ = 0}, where
S is defined in (4.1). The set of parallel formations is uniformly asymptotically
stable and the direction of motion is determined by the initial conditions. If G is
the complete graph, then every other positive limit set is unstable.
Proof. The closed-loop dynamics x̃˙ k = R̃k ũk × x̃k with ũk given by (4.2) are autonomous and independent of the flowfield and, therefore, we use Theorems 1 and 2
in Chapter 2 to prove our results. (We do need fk (t) to at least satisfy assumptions A1 and A2 in Section 3.1.2 in order for the model (3.3) to be well-defined.)
The proof follows the proof of [30, Theorem 1]. Since each x̃k has unit length, the
dynamics evolve on a compact space isomorphic to N copies of the two-sphere S 2 .
The potential S is radially unbounded, positive-definite in the reduced space of relative velocities, and its time derivative satisfies Ṡ ≤ 0. The potential S is zero if
and only if x̃j = x̃k ∀j, k ∈ N . By the invariance principle, all solutions converge
to the largest invariant set in {Ṡ = 0}, for which x̃k × Lk x̃ = 0, k ∈ N . When
Lk x̃ = 0 ∀ k, the potential S is minimized, forming the set of parallel formations
x̃j = x̃k ∀j, k ∈ N . Since this set corresponds to the global minimum of S, it is
asymptotically stable, uniformly in time. In the case of all-to-all communication,
solutions in the set {Ṡ = 0} also consist of balanced formations and anti-parallel
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formations [30]. The set of balanced formations, for which the average over all x̃k
is zero, maximize the potential S and are unstable [30]. The set of anti-parallel
formations, for which x̃k = ±x̃j for all pairs k and j, are saddle points, since all
anti-parallel formations contain two groups moving in opposite directions and a
small variation of any x̃k in the smaller (resp. larger) group leads to a decrease
(resp. increase) in the value of S [30].
Theorem 5 provides a decentralized algorithm to stabilize a parallel formation
in a three-dimensional flowfield using control (4.2). The results are simulated in
Figure 4.1. The direction of motion of the formation is determined by the initial
conditions. The flowfield is a three-dimensional adaptation of a Rankine vortex [21],
with maximum flow speed occurring on a set of radii that increases with height.
The vortex center translates horizontally and therefore represents a time-varying
flowfield.

4.1.2 Parallel Formation in a Prescribed Direction
Control (4.2) stabilizes parallel formations that travel in an arbitrary direction.
Next we provide a control algorithm that stabilizes parallel formations travelling in
a prescribed direction. For this, we introduce a virtual particle (indexed by k = 0),
that travels in the prescribed direction ω 0 . The dynamics of particle 0 are given
by (3.3) with ũ0 = 0 and x̃0 (t) = x̃0 (0) = ω 0 /kω 0 k.
Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ...N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph with edge set E and graph Laplacian L. Also, let G0 =
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Figure 4.1: Stabilization of particle model (3.3) with N = 8 to parallel
motion in an arbitrary direction in a time-varying flowfield using control
(4.2). The dashed arrows represent the translational movement of the
flow.

(N0 , E0 ), where N0 = {0, 1, ..., N }, denote a time-invariant and directed graph
rooted to node 0. The edge set E0 ⊂ E includes at least one link from particle
0 to a particle k ∈ N . L0 is the Laplacian matrix of G0 . We define the augmented
potential
S0

N
1 X
1X
1 T
2
=
aj0 kx̃j − x̃0 k2 ,
kx̃k − x̃j k = x̃ Lx̃ +
2
2
2 j=1

(4.4)

(j,k)∈E0

where aj0 = 1 if there is information flow from particle 0 to particle j ∈ N , and
aj0 = 0 otherwise. Using (3.4), the time derivative of S0 is


ω0
Ṡ0 =
x̃j · Lj x̃ + aj0 x̃j −
· x̃˙ j
||ω
||
0
j=1


N h
i
X
ω0
=−
R̃j ũj × x̃j · Lj x̃ − aj0 x̃j −
.
||ω 0 ||
j=1
N 
X



Choosing

ũk =

K0 R̃kT




ω0
, K0 > 0,
x̃k × Lk x̃ − ak0 x̃k −
||ω 0 ||
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(4.5)

yields
Ṡ0 = −K0

N
X
j=1





ω0
x̃j × Lj x̃ − aj0 x̃j −
||ω 0 ||

2

≤ 0,

which ensures that S0 is non-increasing.
Corollary 1. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by a time-invariant, undirected, and connected graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. Let G0 ⊂ G be a time-invariant and directed graph rooted to
node 0, with graph Laplacian L0 . All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.3), where
the speed sk (t) is given by (3.8) and the control ũk by (4.5), converge to the set
{Ṡ0 = 0}, where S0 is defined in (4.4). The set of parallel formations is uniformly
asymptotically stable and the direction of motion is determined by ω 0 . If G0 is the
complete graph, then every other positive limit set is unstable.
Figure 4.2 shows a parallel stabilization in the vertical direction, prescribed by
ω 0 = [0 0 1]T . We simulate model (3.3) using control (4.5) in a three-dimensional
adaptation of a Rankine vortex flowfield that translates horizontally.

4.2 Stabilization of Helical Formations in a Three-Dimensional
Flowfield
We seek to design a decentralized control law to stabilize a helical formation in
a time-varying flowfield. A helical formation is a steady three-dimensional motion
in which all of all the particles converge to circular helices with the same axis
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Figure 4.2: Stabilization of model (3.3) with N = 8 particles to parallel
motion in the desired direction ω 0 = [0 0 1]T in a time-varying flowfield
using control (4.5).

of rotation, radius, and pitch. We provide control laws to stabilize (A) helical
formations with arbitrary center and arbitrary or prescribed pitch and (B) prescribed
center and prescribed pitch.

4.2.1 Helical Formation with Arbitrary Pitch
Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ..., N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph, with graph Laplacian L and L , L ⊗ I3 (see Section 2.3).
The quadratic potential
Q(ṽa ) =

1 a T
1 X
(ṽ ) Lṽa =
||ṽja − ṽka ||2 ,
2
2

(4.6)

(j,k)∈E

where ṽka is defined in (3.6), is minimized by the set of helical formations in accordance with Lemma 1. Recall Lk , k ∈ 1, ..., N , denotes three consecutive rows of L
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starting with row 3k − 2. Along solutions of (3.3),
Q̇ =

N
X

N
h
i
 X
a
˙
Lj ṽ · x̃j + ṙj × ω 0 =
Lj ṽ · x̃j × (sj (t)ω 0 − R̃j ũj ) .
a

j=1

j=1

Choosing
ũk = K0 R̃kT [sk (t)ω 0 + Lk ṽa × x̃k ] , K0 > 0,

(4.7)

results in
Q̇ = −K0

N
X

Lj ṽ · (x̃j ×Lj ṽ × x̃j ) = −
a

a

j=1

N
X

||x̃j × Lj ṽa ||2 ≤ 0.

j=1

The following result extends [30, Theorem 2] to motion in a spatially and/or temporally variable flowfield.
Theorem 6. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by an undirected, connected, and time-invariant graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.3), where the speed sk (t)
is given by (3.8) and the control ũk by (4.7), converge to the set {Q̇ = 0}, where
Q is defined in (4.6). The set of helical formations with axis of rotation parallel
to ω 0 , radius kω 0 k−1 , and arbitrary pitch is uniformly asymptotically stable and
the formation pitch and center are determined by the initial conditions. If G is the
complete graph, then every other positive limit set is unstable.
Proof. The closed-loop dynamics (3.3) with ũk given in (4.7) depend on the timevarying speed sk (t). Therefore, the proof follows from application of an invariancelike theorem for non-autonomous systems [15, Theorem 8.4], stated in Theorem 3
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in Chapter 2. Q is radially unbounded and positive definite in the reduced space
of ṽka − ṽja ∀ j, k ∈ N . The time derivative of Q satisfies Q̇ ≤ 0 and neither
Q nor Q̇ depend explicitly on time. The potential Q is zero if and only if ṽja =
ṽka ∀ k, j ∈ N . By Theorem 3 all solutions of the closed-loop model converge to the
set {Q̇ = 0}, in which x̃k × Lk ṽa = 0 ∀ k. The remainder of the proof follows the
proof of [30, Theorem 2]. We consider three cases. (i) When Lk ṽa = 0 ∀ k ∈ N
(which corresponds to x̃˙ k = sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k 6= 0 ∀ k in steady-state), the potential Q is
minimized, forming the set of helical formations ṽja = ṽka ∀ k, j ∈ N . Since this set
corresponds to the global minimum of Q, it is asymptotically stable, uniformly in
time. (ii) In the case of all-to-all communication, ω 0 is parallel to x̃k ∀ k when, in
steady-state, sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k = 0 ∀ k. Solutions of the closed-loop model converge to
the set in which ω 0 × Lk ṽa = 0 ∀ k, which requires rk be parallel to ω 0 . When x̃k
and rk are parallel to ω 0 ∀ k ∈ N , the set corresponds to parallel formations, which
are helical formations with infinite pitch, and the stability of this result is the same
as in Theorem 5. (iii) We are still left with the situation when sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k 6= 0 for
k ∈ G1 and sk (t)ω 0 × x̃k 6= 0 for k ∈ G2 , where G1 and G2 are two disjoint groups
of particles such that |G1 | = M and |G2 | = N − M [30]. We have Lk ṽa = 0, k ∈ G1
and ω 0 × Lk ṽa = 0, j ∈ G2 . Following [30, Theorem 2], this set does not correspond
to a minimum of Q and is unstable.
Theorem 6 provides a method to stabilize helical formations in a three-dimensional
flowfield. Note, Theorem 6 guarantees positive invariance of the set of helical formations when fk (t) = fk (0). Figure 4.3(a) shows flow-induced instability of the
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3: Stabilization of helical motion in a three-dimensional, timevarying flowfield in model (3.3). Parameter values are N = 8, K0 = 0.24,
and ω 0 = [0 0 1]T . (a) The control used in [31] is implemented in the
dynamics with flow using N = 5 particles. The particles do not converge
to helical formation. (b) Control (4.7) stabilizes all particles to helical
formation. The dashed arrows represent the translational movement of
the flow.

helical control designed using the flow-free model (3.1) [31]. Figure 4.3(b) depicts
a helical formation stabilized using control (4.7) in the translating Rankine vortex,
using model (3.3).

4.2.2 Helical Formation with a Prescribed Pitch and Center
The pitch and center of a helical formation stabilized by control (4.7) are
determined by the initial conditions. To isolate helical formations with a prescribed
pitch and prescribed center we use the following method adapted from [30]. We
introduce a virtual particle (indexed by k = 0) with dynamics given by (3.3) with
ũ0 = sk (t)R̃k ω 0 , so that ṽ0a (t) = ṽ0a (0) ∀ t. The twist (see Section 2.1.4) of particle 0,
a

ξ̃ 0 = [(ṽ0a )T , ω T0 ]T , is constant and its corresponding pitch is ṽ0a · ω 0 /kω 0 k2 [20, 30].
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Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ...N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph with edge set E and graph Laplacian L [7]. Also, let G0 =
(N0 , E0 ), where N0 = {0, 1, ..., N }, denote a time-invariant and directed graph
rooted to node 0. The edge set E0 ⊂ E includes at least one link from particle
0 to a particle k ∈ N . L0 is the Laplacian matrix of G0 .
We first isolate helical formations with a prescribed pitch. To do so, we define
the pitch parameter α0 ∈ [0, 1). Note that a pitch of α0 = 0 results in a circular formation and, as α0 approaches 1, the helical formation becomes increasingly parallel.
The potential [30]
1X
aj0 βj2 ,
2 j=1
N

Q1 =

(4.8)

where βj = ṽja · ω 0 /kω 0 k − α0 and ṽja is defined in (3.6), is minimum when the pitch
of all particles j ∈ N is equal to α0 . The constant aj0 = 1 if there is information
flow from particle 0 to particle j ∈ N , and aj0 = 0 otherwise.
We find a control law that stabilizes a helical formation with a prescribed
pitch by defining the following augmented potential, determined by the sum of (4.6)
and (4.8):
1
1X
Q0 = (ṽa )T Lṽa +
aj0 βj2 ,
2
2 j=1
N

(4.9)

The time derivative of Q0 is
Q̇0 =

N 
X
j=1

 h
i
ω0
Lj ṽ + aj0 βj
· (R̃j ũj − sj ω 0 ) × x̃j .
kω 0 k
a

We ensure Q̇0 ≤ 0 by choosing the control

ũk =

K0 R̃kT



ω0
sk (t)ω 0 + Lk ṽ + ak0 βk
kω 0 k
a
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× x̃k , K0 > 0.

(4.10)

Corollary 2. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by a time-invariant, undirected, and connected graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. Let G0 ⊂ G be a time-invariant and directed graph rooted to
node 0, with graph Laplacian L0 . All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.3), where
the speed sk (t) is given by (3.8) and the control ũk by (4.10), converge to the set
{Q̇0 = 0}, where Q0 is defined in (4.9). The set of helical formations with pitch
α0 , axis of rotation parallel to ω 0 and radius kω 0 k−1 is uniformly asymptotically
stable and the formation center is determined by the initial conditions. If G is the
complete graph, every other positive limit set is unstable.
Corollary 2 provides an algorithm to isolate a set of helical formations with
prescribed pitch α0 . An interesting case is when we set α0 = 0, in which control
(4.10) stabilizes a circular formation, as shown in Figure 4.4.
We now isolate helical formations with a prescribed pitch and center. The
control law (4.7) uses the parameter ω 0 , which prescribes a line parallel to the axis
of rotation of the helical formation, but not the exact location of this axis. To
prescribe the center, which is a point on the axis of the formation, we define the
potential
1X
aj0 ||ṽja − ṽ0a ||2 ,
Q2 =
2 j=1
N

(4.11)

where ṽja is defined in (3.6). Q2 is minimum when ṽka = ṽ0a ∀ k ∈ N and the center
of the formation is a point on ṽ0a .
To find a control law that will stabilize a helical formation with a prescribed
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Figure 4.4: Stabilization of helical motion with prescribed pitch. Control
(4.10) stabilizes all particles of model (3.3) to a formation with zero pitch
(α0 = 0), which is a circular formation. Parameter values are N = 5,
K0 = 0.3, and ω 0 = [0 0 1]T .

pitch and center, we define the following augmented potential, determined by the
sum of (4.9) and (4.11):

1 T
1X
Q̃0 = ṽa Lṽa +
aj0 β 2 + ||ṽja − ṽ0a ||2 ,
2
2 j=1
N

(4.12)

where βj = ṽja · ω 0 /kω 0 k − α0 and α0 ∈ [0, 1). The time derivative of Q0 is

 h
N 
i
X
ω0
˙
a
a
a
L̃j ṽ +aj0 β
+ ṽj − ṽ0 · (R̃j ũj −sj ω 0 )× x̃j .
Q̃0 =
kω 0 k
j=1
The control
h



i
ω0
a
a
ũk=K0 R̃kT sk (t)ω 0 + L̃k ṽa +ak0 β kω
+
ṽ
−
ṽ
×
x̃
k , K0 > 0,
0
k
0k
yields




N
X
ω0
˙
a
a
a
Q̃0 = −K0
x̃j × L̃k ṽ + aj0 β
+ ṽj − ṽ0
kω 0 k
j=1

which ensures that Q̃0 is non-increasing.
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2

≤ 0,

(4.13)

Corollary 3. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by a time-invariant, undirected, and connected graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. Let G0 ⊂ G be a time-invariant and directed graph rooted to
node 0, with graph Laplacian L0 . All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.3), where
the speed sk (t) is given by (3.8) and the control ũk by (4.13), converge to the set
{Q̃˙ 0 = 0}, where Q̃0 is defined in (4.12). The set of helical formations centered
on ṽ0a , with pitch α0 , and radius kω 0 k−1 is uniformly asymptotically stable and the
formation center is determined by the initial conditions. If G is the complete graph,
every other positive limit set is unstable.
We use control (4.13) to stabilize a helical formation in model 3.3 with a
prescribed pitch and center that passes through the vertical axis in the xy-plane in
a time-varying flowfield. This is shown in Figure 4.5.

4.3 Stabilization of Circular Formations on a Rotating Sphere with
Flow
We seek to design a decentralized control law that stabilizes circular motion in
a time-varying flowfield on a rotating sphere with a common radius, axis of rotation
and direction of rotation [24]. In Section 4.3.1 we design a control law to stabilize a
circular formation on a rotating sphere. In Section 4.3.2 we design a control law to
stabilize a circular formation with arbitrary center in a time-varying flowfield on a
rotating sphere and in Section 4.3.3 we prescribe the center of the formation.
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Figure 4.5: Stabilization of helical motion with prescribed center. Control (4.13) stabilizes all particles to helical formation with α0 = 0.8 and
the center located at the origin of the xy-plane. Parameter values are
N = 6, K0 = 0.1, ω 0 = [0 0 1]T , and ṽ0a = [0 0 0]T .

4.3.1 Circular Formation on a Flow-Free Rotating Sphere
Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ..., N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph, with graph Laplacian L and L , L ⊗ I3 (see Section 2.3).
The quadratic potential [24]
1
1 X
V (r, x, y, z) , cT Lc =
kcj − ck k2 ,
2
2

(4.14)

(j,k)∈E

where L , L ⊗ I3 and ck is defined in (3.15), is minimized by the set of circular
formations on a sphere in accordance with Lemma 3. The time derivative of V along
solutions of (3.14) is

V̇ =

N
X
j=1

N
X
ċj · Lj c =
(1 − ω0−1 νj )xj · Lj c,
j=1
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where Lk denotes three consecutive rows of L starting with row 3k − 2, k ∈ N .
Choosing the control law
νk = ω0 (1 + K0 xk · Lk c), K0 > 0,

(4.15)

makes
V̇ = −K0

N
X

(xj · Lj c)2 ≤ 0,

j=1

which ensures that V is nonincreasing [24]. The following theorem extends [24,
Theorem 4] to motion on a rotating sphere.
Theorem 7. Assume the particle communication topology is defined by an undirected, connected, and time-invariant graph G, with graph Laplacian L. All solutions
of the closed-loop model (3.14), where the control νk is given by (4.15), converge to
the set {V̇ = 0}, where V is defined in (4.14). The set of circular formations with
radius |ω0 |−1 and direction of rotation determined by the sign of ω0 is uniformly
asymptotically stable and all other positive limit sets are unstable.
Proof. By the invariance principle, stated in Theorem 2 in Chapter 2, all solutions
converge to the largest invariant set where xk · (ck − cj ) = 0 for all connected
pairs j and k. This is a set of circular trajectories on the same or opposite sides
of the sphere. The set of circular formations is asymptotically stable, because it
corresponds to the global minimum of the potential. Suppose M particles are on
one side of the sphere and N − M particles are on the other side. By considering the
change in V as a function of a variation of a particle in either group, we observe that
(i) if N is even, then solutions with M = N/2 are local maxima; and (ii) for any
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Stabilization of a circular formation on a rotating sphere
using model (3.14). Parameters used are N = 10, ρ0 = 10, ω0 = 2,
ω1 = 0.1 and K0 = 0.01. (a) Control (4.15) stabilizes a circular formation
on a rotating sphere, but the formation is translated along the sphere
due to the Coriolis effect. (b) Using control uk = νk + 2ω1 zk3 , where
νk is given by (4.15), cancels the Coriolis effect and stabilizes a circular
formation with a fixed center.

N > 2, solutions with N > M > 0 are saddles. Therefore, all solutions consisting
of colocated circular trajectories on opposite sides of the sphere are unstable.
Simulating model (3.14) with control νk given by (4.15) stabilizes a circular
formation on the rotating sphere, but the center is not fixed due to the Coriolis
effect (see Figure 4.6 (a)). However, by using (3.13) to compute uk = νk + 2ω1 zk3
we cancel the Coriolis effect and stabilize a circular formation with a fixed center
(see Figure 4.6 (b)).
Next we incorporate a time-varying flow to the rotating spherical model.

4.3.2 Circular Formation with Arbitrary Center
We work in the frame Dk to find a control law that stabilizes a circular formation in a time-varying flow on a rotating sphere. Again, let G = (N , E) denote
a time-invariant and undirected graph with graph Laplacian L. The quadratic po56

tential
N
1 T
1 X
Ṽ (r, x̃, ỹ, z̃) , c̃ Lc̃ =
kc̃j − c̃k k2 ,
2
2

(4.16)

(j,k)∈E

where L , L ⊗ I3 and c̃k is defined in (3.19), is minimized by the set of circular
formations on the sphere in accordance with Lemma 4. The time derivative of Ṽ
along solutions of (3.18) is
X
X
1
Ṽ˙ =
c̃˙ j · Lj c̃ =
(sj (t) − ν̃j )x̃j · Lj c̃.
ω0
j=1
j=1
N

N

Choosing the control law
ν̃k = ω0 (sk (t) + K0 x̃k · Lk c̃), K0 > 0,

(4.17)

makes
X
Ṽ˙ = −K0
(x̃j · Lj c̃)2 ≤ 0,
N

j=1

which ensures that Ṽ is nonincreasing.
Theorem 8. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by an undirected, connected, and time-invariant graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.18), where the speed
sk (t) is given by (3.8) and the control ν̃k by (4.17) converge to the set {Ṽ˙ = 0},
where Ṽ is defined in (4.16). The set of circular formations with radius |ω0 |−1 and
direction of rotation determined by ω0 , is uniformly asymptotically stable and all
other positive limit sets are unstable.
Proof. The closed-loop dynamics (3.18) with ν̃k given in (4.17) depend on the timevarying speed sk (t). Therefore, the proof follows from application of an invariance57

like theorem for non-autonomous systems [15, Theorem 8.4], stated in Theorem 3
in Chapter 2. The potential Ṽ is radially unbounded and positive-definite in the
reduced space of relative centers. The time derivative of Ṽ satisfies Ṽ˙ ≤ 0 and
neither Ṽ nor Ṽ˙ depend explicitly on time. The potential Ṽ is zero if and only
if c̃k = c̃j ∀ j, k ∈ N . By 3 all solutions converge to the set {Ṽ˙ = 0}, in which
x̃k · Lk c̃ = 0 ∀ k. When Lk c̃ = 0 ∀ k ∈ N , the potential Ṽ is minimized, forming
the set of circular formations c̃k = c̃j ∀k, j ∈ N . Since this set corresponds to
the global minimum of Ṽ , it is asymptotically stable, uniformly in time. This set
contains circular trajectories on the same of opposite sides of the sphere. Suppose
M particles are on one side of the sphere and N − M particles are on the other side.
By considering the change in Ṽ as a function of a variation of a particle in either
group, we observe that (i) if N is even, then solutions with M = N/2 are local
maxima; and (ii) for any N > 2, solutions with N > M > 0 are saddles. Therefore,
all solutions consisting of colocated circular trajectories on opposite sides of the
sphere are unstable.
Note, Theorem 8 guarantees positive invariance of the set of circular formations
when fk (t) = fk (0). Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the stabilization of a circular formation
in a time-varying flow generated by two point vortices. The vortex strength is given
by Γ. The flow due to M point vortices on the surface of a sphere is [21]
M
X
rj × ri
1
Γj 2
,
fi =
4πρ0 j=1;j6=i ρ0 − ri · rj

(4.18)

where ρ0 is the radius of the sphere and rj is the position of a vortex relative to
the center of the sphere. A sample integration of (4.18) with M = 2 is shown in
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Appendix D. We make the assumptions that the vortices effect the motion of the
particles, but the particles do not effect the motion of the vortices. In Figure 4.7(a)
we show that the particles in model (3.18) are stabilized into a circular formation
near the vortices using control (4.17).

4.3.3 Circular Formation with a Prescribed Center
With control (4.17) the center of the circular formation depends on the initial
conditions of the particles. We introduce a virtual particle (indexed at k = 0) with
dynamics given by (3.18) with ν0 = ω0 s0 (t), so that c̃0 (t) = c̃0 (0) ∀ t.
Let G = (N , E), where N = {1, ...N }, denote a time-invariant, undirected,
and connected graph with edge set E and graph Laplacian L [7]. Also, let G0 =
(N0 , E0 ), where N0 = {0, 1, ..., N }, denote a time-invariant and directed graph
rooted to node 0. The edge set E0 ⊂ E includes at least one link from particle
0 to a particle k ∈ N . L0 is the Laplacian matrix of G0 . Consider the augmented
potential
Ṽ0

N
1 X
1 T
1X
2
=
kc̃k − c̃j k = c̃ Lc̃ +
aj0 ||c̃j − c̃0 ||2 ,
2
2
2 j=1
(j,k)∈E0

where aj0 = 1 if there is information flow from particle 0 to particle j ∈ N , and
aj0 = 0 otherwise. The time-derivative of Ṽ0 along solutions of (3.18) is
PN
PN
˙
˙
Ṽ˙ 0 =
j=1 c̃j · Lj c̃ +
j=1 aj0 c̃j · (c̃j − c̃0 )
=

PN
j=1


sj (t) − ω0−1 νj [x̃j · (Lj c̃ + aj0 (c̃j − c̃0 ))] .

Choosing
ν̃k = ω0 (sk (t) + K0 x̃k · [Lk c̃ + ak0 (c̃k − c̃0 )]) ,
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(4.19)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Stabilization of a circular formation using model (3.18) in a
time-varying flowfield generated by two point vortices. Parameter values
are N = 10, ρ0 = 3, ω0 = 2, K0 = 0.1, and ω1 = 0.05. The strength of
the vortices are Γ1 = 2 and Γ2 = 1. (a) Using control (4.17) the center
of the formation is arbitrary. (b) Using control (4.19) the center of the
formation is prescribed, in this case at the north pole of the sphere.

makes
X
Ṽ˙ 0 = −K0
[x̃j · (Lj c̃ + aj0 (c̃j − c̃0 ))]2 ≤ 0,
N

j=1

which ensures that Ṽ0 is non-increasing.
Corollary 4. Let fk (t) = f (rk , t) be a three-dimensional, time-varying flowfield that
satisfies assumptions A1–A3 in Section 3.1.2. Assume the particle communication
topology is defined by a time-invariant, undirected, and connected graph G, with
graph Laplacian L. Let G0 ⊂ G be a time-invariant and directed graph rooted to
node 0, with graph Laplacian L0 . All solutions of the closed-loop model (3.18), where
the speed sk (t) is given by (3.8) and the control νk by (4.19), converge to the set {Ṽ˙ 0 =
0}, where Ṽ0 is defined in (4.19). The set of circular formations is asymptotically
stable and all other positive limit sets are unstable. This set corresponds to colocated
circular trajectories on the same or opposite sides of the sphere with center c̃0 ,
chordal radius |ω0 |−1 and direction of rotation determined by the sign of ω0 . All
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solutions consisting of colocated circular trajectories on opposite sides of the sphere
are unstable.
Corollary 4 provides a method of stabilizing circular formations in a timevarying flowfield on a rotating sphere in model (3.18) with a prescribed center. To
simulate our results we use two point vortices generating the time-varying flowfield.
In Figure 4.7(b) we use control (4.19) to stabilize a formation of N = 10 particles
to a center located at the north pole of the sphere.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis we present a framework to design decentralized control algorithms
for a system of particles in a time-varying flowfield in three dimensions and on
the surface of a rotating sphere. Specifically, we provide control laws to stabilize
parallel formations with arbitrary and prescribed direction in three dimensions. We
also provide control laws to stabilize helical formations in three dimensions with
arbitrary pitch and center and prescribed pitch and center. Helical formations are
of particular interest because they can be used to stabilize a system of unmanned
vehicles that travel in a hurricane or tornado to better predict the intensity of the
phenomenon. In the spherical model, we provide control laws to stabilize circular
formations on a rotating sphere with arbitrary and prescribed center. The spherical
model is of interest because the rotating sphere depicts the Earth spinning on its
axis, and we model vortices on the sphere to depict ocean currents or hurricanes.
In real-world applications it is desirable to regulate particle spacing within the
formations. This has been achieved in flow-free models in the plane [34] and on
a sphere [24]. In ongoing work we wish to regulate particle spacing for both the
three-dimensional and spherical model in a time-varying flowfield.
One of the challenges of using the decentralized control laws designed in this
thesis for real-world applications is the need to consider strong, varying flows in our
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models. We have assumed that the flow does not exceed the speed of the particle
relative to the flow. In ongoing work we wish to design control laws in models where
the flow exceeds the particle’s velocity relative to the flow as well as to simulate the
control laws in real flow data.
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Appendix A
Transformation Between Relative and Inertial Path Frames
We consider separately the following three individual cases: (i) tk (t) 6= 0 and
vk (t) 6= 0; (ii) tk (t) = 0 and vk (t) 6= 0 (or vk (t) = 0 and tk (t) 6= 0); and (iii)
tk (t) = vk (t) = 0. For each case, we provide the transformation between the Ck and
Dk frames and an analytical expression for each component of uk in terms of the
components of ũk and fk (t) for model (3.3).
Let θ be the angle between xk and x̃k , such that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, which implies
1 + pk (t)
sk (t)
p
t2k (t) + vk2 (t)
.
sin θ = ||xk × x̃k || =
sk (t)

cos θ = xk · x̃k =

(A-1)

Case i If tk (t) 6= 0 and vk (t) 6= 0, we define the unit vector d = [d1 d2 d3 ]T to be
orthogonal to the plane spanned by xk and fk , i.e.,
d=
The rotation matrix

Dk

RCk that relates frames Ck and Dk is [20]



RkCk

Dk

xk × fk
−vk (t)yk + tk (t)zk
= p2
.
||xk × fk ||
tk (t) + vk2 (t)

d3 sin θ
−d2 sin θ 
 cos θ





=−d3 sin θ d22 µθ + cos θ −d2 d3 µθ 
,




d2 sin θ
−d2 d3 µθ d23 µθ + cos θ

(A-2)

p
p
where d2 = −vk (t)/ t2k (t) + vk2 (t), d3 = tk (t)/ t2k (t) + vk2 (t), (d1 = 0), cos θ and
sin θ are given by (A-1), and µθ = 1 − cos θ.
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Using (A-2), we relate the unit vectors in Dk and Ck by




 x̃k 
 xk 





 D C 

 ỹ  = k R k  y  .
 k 
 k 








z̃k
zk

(A-3)

If tk (t) 6= 0 and vk (t) 6= 0, we first compute the time derivative of (3.7) and
use (3.1) to obtain


 
tk (t) + vk (t)
d 1 + pk (t)
d
−
xk
x̃k =
dt
dt
sk (t)
sk (t)



(1 + pk (t))qk − vk (t)wk
d tk (t)
+
+
yk
sk (t)
dt sk (t)
 


d vk (t)
(1 + pk (t))hk + tk (t)wk
+
+
zk .
dt sk (t)
sk (t)

(A-4)

We then use (A-3) to compare the components of (A-4) to the components of x̃˙ k
given in (3.3). The expressions for hk , qk , and wk are
ṗk (t)+tk (t)(q̃k −qk ) ṡk (t)(1+pk (t))
−
vk (t)
sk (t)vk (t)
ṡk (t)tk (t)
wk vk (t)− ṫk (t)
q̃k t2k (t)
qk =
+
+ 2
sk (t)(1+pk (t))
1 + pk (t)
tk (t)+vk2 (t)
q̃k sk (t)vk2 (t)−hk vk (t)tk (t) [sk (t)−(1+pk (t))]
+
(1 + pk (t)) [t2k (t) + vk2 (t)]

hk = h̃k +

wk =

ṡk (t)vk (t) vk (t)(1 + pk (t)) h̃k vk (t) + q̃k tk (t)
+
sk (t)tk (t)
tk (t)
t2k (t) + vk2 (t)

−

hk (1 + pk (t))− v̇k (t) sk (t) h̃k tk (t) − q̃k vk (t)
+
tk (t)
tk (t) t2k (t) + vk2 (t)

(A-5)
(A-6)

(A-7)

Since in this case we assumed that neither tk (t) nor vk (t) are equal to zero, sk (t) > 0,
and pk (t) 6= −1, (A-5)–(A-7) are nonsingular. Also, the derivatives exist because
fk (t) is differentiable in t.
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Case ii If tk (t) = 0 and vk (t) 6= 0, using (A-2) and (A-3), the relationship between
Ck and Dk reduces to










 x̃k   cos θ sin θ   xk 

=

,

 


z̃k
− sin θ cos θ
zk

(A-8)

and yk and ỹk are equal. If tk (t) = 0 and vk (t) 6= 0, we use (A-8) to compare the
components of (A-4) to the components of x̃˙ k in (3.3). The expressions for hk , qk ,
and wk are
hk
qk



sk (t) d 1 + pk (t)
= h̃k +
vk (t) dt
sk (t)
sk (t)q̃k + vk (t)wk
=
1 + pk (t)

wk =

hk + h̃k
sk (t)

(A-9)
(A-10)
(A-11)

Equations (A-9)–(A-11) are nonsingular since vk (t) 6= 0, pk (t) 6= −1, and sk (t) > 0
by assumption. The case when vk (t) = 0 and tk (t) 6= 0 follows similarly.

Case iii If tk (t) = vk (t) = 0, then frames Ck and Dk are equal, since xk and x̃k are
parallel. (xk and x̃k cannot be anti-parallel since we have assumed particle k always
makes forward progress relative to the flow.) In this case, uk = ũk .
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Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 4
Let b be a unit vector orthogonal to x̃k in the plane spanned by xk and fk (t)
as shown in Figure 3.1(b). Let φ denote the angle between x̃k and fk (t), such that
0 ≤ φ ≤ π. We have
fk (t) · x̃k
kfk (t)k
fk (t) · b
sin φ =
.
kfk (t)k

cos φ =

It is also true that
kx̃k × fk (t)k
= | sin φ|,
kfk (t)k
which implies
kx̃k × fk (t)k = |fk (t) · b|.
Also, the fact that xk = (xk · x̃k )x̃k + (xk · b)b implies
kxk k2 = (xk · x̃k )2 + (xk · b)2 = 1.
Taking the dot product of x̃k and both sides of the speed equation sk (t)x̃k = xk +
fk (t), and then doing the same with b, yields
sk (t) = xk · x̃k + fk (t) · x̃k
0 = xk · b + fk (t) · b.
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We have
p
sk (t) = ± 1 − (xk · b)2 + fk (t) · x̃k
p
= ± 1 − (fk (t) · b)2 + fk (t) · x̃k
p
= ± 1 − kx̃k × fk (t)k2 + fk (t) · x̃k .

(B-1)

Of the two solutions for sk (t) provided by (B-1) only the positive root yields sk (t) >
0. The fact that the negative root leads to a negative solution for sk (t) can be
p
proven by contradiction. Assume that sk (t) = − 1 − kx̃k × fk (t)k2 + fk (t) · x̃k > 0.
Observe that
kx̃k × fk (t)k2 + (x̃k · fk (t))2 = kfk (t)k < 1.
Then we have
p
sk (t) < − 1 − (1 − (fk (t) · x̃k )2 ) + fk (t) · x̃k
= −|fk (t) · x̃k | + fk (t) · x̃k ≤ 0,
which is a contradiction with the assumption that sk (t) > 0. Therefore, the inertial
speed of particle k in flow f is

sk (t) =

p
1 − kx̃k × fk (t)k2 + fk (t) · x̃k .
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Appendix C
Derivation of the Coriolis Acceleration

In Section 3.2.2, we derive the particle dynamics on a rotating sphere assuming
the Coriolis acceleration is −2ω 1 × ṙk . Here, we derive the particle dynamics by
only knowing the angular velocity vector of the sphere, ω 1 .
Taking the cross-product of the angular velocity I ω Ck with a unit vector in
frame Ck yields the inertial time-derivative of the unit vector, e.g.,

Id

dt

xk = I ω Ck ×xk .

We have
I

d
xk = (cos φk (θ̇k + ω1 ) + γ̇k )yk − (sin φk sin γk (θ̇k + ω1 ) + cos γk φ̇k )zk (C-1)
dt
I
d
yk = −(cos φk (θ̇k + ω1 ) + γ̇k )xk − (sin φk cos γk (θ̇k + ω1 )−sin γk φ̇k )zk (C-2)
dt
I
d
zk = (sin φk sin γk (θ̇k + ω1 ) + cos γk φ̇k )xk
dt
+ (sin φk cos γk (θ̇k + ω1 ) − sin γk φ̇k )yk .

(C-3)

The inertial kinematics of particle k expressed as vector components in frame
Ck are computed as follows. The position of particle k with respect to O is rk = ρ0 zk .
The velocity is
h
d
rk = (sin φk sin γk (θ̇k + ω1 ) + cos γk φ̇k )xk
dt

I

i
+(sin φk cos γk (θ̇k + ω1 ) − sin γk φ̇k )yk .

The acceleration

I d2

dt2

rk is found similarly.
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(C-4)

The force that acts on particle k on the non-rotating sphere is Fk = −Nk zk +
I 2

uk yk , (given in (3.10)). Also, using Newton’s second law, Fk = mk dtd2 rk , and

I d2

dt2

rk ,

we obtain

0 = 2 cos φk sin γk (θ̇k + ω1 )φ̇k + sin φk sin γk θ̈k
+ cos γk φ̈k − sin φk cos φk cos γk (θ̇k + ω1 )2

(C-5)

uk s0 = 2 cos φk cos γk (θ̇k + ω1 )φ̇k + sin φk cos γk θ̈k
− sin γk φ̈k + sin φk cos φk sin γk (θ̇k + ω1 )2
Nk = sin2 φk (θ̇k + ω1 )2 + φ2k .

(C-6)
(C-7)

We solve (C-5) and (C-6) to obtain the equations of motion for θk and φk ,
θ̈k =

1
(uk so
sin φk

cos γk − 2 cos φk (θ̇k + ω1 )φ̇k )

(C-8)

φ̈k = −uk s0 sin γk + sin φk cos φk (θ̇k + ω1 )2 .
We now derive the dynamics of particle k in the sphere-fixed frame, I 0 . We
have the kinematic relationship
I0

ṙk ,

I
d
d
rk =
rk
dt
dt

ω1 =0

By assumption, the movement of particle k relative to the sphere-fixed frame is
parallel to xk , which implies ṙk · yk = 0. We also know that the particle speed
relative to I 0 is ρ0 s0 , i.e., kṙk k = ρ0 s0 . Applying these two constraints to ṙk using
(C-4) with ω1 = 0 yields
sin φk cos γk θ̇k − sin γk φ̇k = 0
sin φk sin γk θ̇k + cos γk φ̇k = s0 .
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(C-9)

We solve (C-9) to obtain

sin γk =

sin φk θ̇k
φ̇k
and cos γk = .
s0
s0

(C-10)

We use the same procedure to find the dynamics of Ck in frame I 0 . Applying
(C-9) to (C-1)–(C-3) yields
ẋk ,
ẏk =
żk =

I0 d

dt
I0 d

dt
I0 d

dt

rk =
rk =
rk =

Id

r
dt k

ω1 =0

Id

r
dt k

ω1 =0

Id

r
dt k

ω1 =0

= νk yk − s0 zk
= −νk xk

(C-11)

= s 0 xk ,

where
νk = cos φk θ̇k + γ̇k .
Differentiating sin γk given in (C-10) with respect to time and using (C-8), we
find
νk = uk − 2ω1 cos φk = uk − 2ω1 zk3 ,
which is the same as (3.13).
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Appendix D
The 2-Vortex Problem
Using (4.18), the flow due to M = 2 point vortices on the surface of a sphere
reduces to [21]
r2 × r1
1
Γ2 2
4πρ0 ρ0 − r1 · r2
1
r1 × r2
.
=
Γ1 2
4πρ0 ρ0 − r2 · r1

f1 =
f2

3M equations are needed to solve the M -vortex problem on a sphere [21]. However,
the constraint that the vortices lie on the surface of the sphere reduces the system
to 2M equations. The Hamiltonian of the system (4.18) for M = 2 is [21]

H=

Γ1 Γ2
2
log(l12
) = constant,
4πρ0

(D-1)

where l12 is the chordal distance between the two vortices. From H we can conclude
that the distance between two vortices remains fixed, so that all solutions form
relative equilibria. Also, the center of vorticity,

C=

Γ1 r1 + Γ2 r2
= constant,
Γ1 + Γ2

(D-2)

is an invariant of the system.
Equations (D-1) and (D-2) give rise to the four equations necessary to solve
the problem. In general, two vortices will each move on the base of a fixed cone
whose plane is perpendicular to C. The vortex with a larger Γ will move on the
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(a)

(b)

Figure D.1: Two point vortices generate a time-varying flow as they
travel on the surface of a sphere. (a) The vortex with strength Γ1 = 0.5
moves on the smaller base of the cone and the vortex with strength
Γ2 = 0.2 moves on the larger one. (b) The vortices with Γ1 = Γ2 = 0.5
move around the same circle, opposite of each other.

base of the cone of smaller radius (see Figure D.1(a)). If Γ1 = Γ2 , the vortices will
move on the same plane perpendicular to C on opposite sides of the same cone (see
Figure D.1(b)).
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Appendix E
Proof of equation (4.3)

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we use the fact that

b · [(a × b) × a] = ka × bk2 ,

(E-1)

where a = [a1 a2 a3 ]T and b = [b1 b2 b3 ]T , to show that the time derivative of the
Lyapunov functions we use are negative semi-definite. The proof of (E-1) follows.
Let c = [c1 c2 c3 ]T be the cross product of a × b,
î
c=a×b=

ĵ

k̂
a2 a3

a1 a2 a3

=

î −

b2 b3

a1 a2

a1 a3

k̂.

ĵ +
b1 b3

(E-2)

b1 b2

b1 b2 b3
The left hand side of (E-1) can be expanded by using the determinant
b1 b2 b3
b · [(a × b) × a] = b · [c × a] =

c1 c2 c3

.

(E-3)

a1 a2 a3
When switching rows of a determinant, the determinant changes sign. From (E-3)
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we have
c1 c2 c3
b · [(a × b) × a] = − b1 b2 b3

c1 c2 c3
=

a1 a2 a3
a2 a3
=

c1 −

a1 a2 a3
b1 b2 b3

2

2

a1 a3
+

b2 b3

b1 b 2
2

a2 a3
=

c3

c2 +
b1 b3

b2 b3

a1 a2
+

b1 b3

(E-4)

a1 a2

a1 a3

= ka × bk2 .

b1 b 2

Note that if the vectors a and b change positions in the dot and cross products,
then
a · [(a × b) × b] = −ka × bk2 .
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(E-5)
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